
Noodlehead Range Backpack Workshop 

We will be making this fun backpack and I will show 
you different modifications you can do to make it truly 
your own. 

Please contact me if you have any questions about the 
pattern or supply list before the workshop. You will 
need to purchase your own copy of the pattern and 
bring it to the workshop. 



Noodlehead Range Backpack Workshop 

Supplies Needed: 

* Exterior Fabric - 3/4 yard (1/2 yard if using 54” fabric) - I recommend 

using a canvas (or thicker than quilting cotton) fabric for your 

exterior. It really gives your body more shape.  

* Contrast Bottom Fabric (you can also use cork, leather, vinyl, waxed 

canvas) - You will need a piece that is 13” tall x 16” wide. 

* Lining Fabric - 1.5 yards - I used two different prints on my backpack 

as I did my lining with one fabric and the straps and exterior 

closures with another fabric (I used a canvas fabric for my straps and 

closures). If you do this you will need 1 yard for lining and 1/2 yard 

for straps and exterior closures. 

* Fusible Woven Interfacing (Pellon SF101 - 20” wide) 3.5 yards 

* Medium Weight Fusible Interfacing (Pellon 809) 1 yard if 44” wide, 2 

yards if 20” wide 

* (2 each) 1.5” wide rectangle rings and (2 each) 1.5” wide strap sliders - 

you can find these on Etsy in a variety of finishes. 

* (2 each) 1” wide D-rings for closure (you can also use one d-ring and 

one 1” swivel clasp instead of 2 d-rings - I’ll show you how to modify 

your closure for this). I buy my hardware at PurseSuppliesRUs on 

Etsy. 

* One 8” zipper for front pocket (I buy zippers at Zip It Zippers on Etsy) 

* One 9” length of 1” wide cotton webbing or leather for hang tag (can 

also be made out of fabric which I can demonstrate). 

** If you are using quilting cotton as your exterior fabric you will also 

need a 1/2 yard of 6-9oz. weight 44” wide duck canvas to help stabilize 

your bag. ** 

Additional supplies: Thread to match your fabric, cutting mat, ruler, 

rotary cutter, pins or clover clips, size 14 needles, water-soluble pen or 

hera marker


